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Berg Publishers, UK, 2003. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: No Dust Jacket.
First Edition. 224 Pages. NEW. Compared with modes of representation such as literature, drama,
poetry and dance, the world of sport has been largely neglected in postcolonial studies. At both
local and global levels, however, sport has been profoundly affected by the colonial legacy. How are
individual nations and different sporting cultures coping with this legacy? What does the end of
colonialism mean within particular states and sports? How is postcolonialism linked with struggles
of race and identity?Sport was a major tool of colonial power and postcolonialism manifests itself
in the modern sporting world in several ways, including the huge number of world class athletes
from former European empires and the exploitation of child-workers in postcolonial nations by the
sporting goods industries. Many former colonial states place considerable importance on elite sport
as a form of representation, yet a small number of such states oppose sport in its western form. This
book explores the wealth of issues and experiences that comprise the postcolonial sporting world
and questions whether sport can act as a form of resistance in postcolonial states and, if so, how
such resistance might...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never di icult to understand. I realized this
ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula  Ha yes-- Zula  Ha yes

Definitely among the finest publication I have got possibly read. It is really simplified but shocks from the 50 % of your pdf. Your life span will be convert as
soon as you total looking over this book.
-- K a telin B lick V-- K a telin B lick V
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